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      JOHN BEL EDWARDS CHUCK CARR BROWN, PH.D. GOVERNOR SECRETARY *tate of ioui5iana DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES October 19, 2019 AI No. 168748 Ms. Lauren Kasparek Oceans, Wetlands, and Communities Division Office of Water United States Environmental Protection Agency 1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW, 4504-T Washington, DC 20460 Via regulations.gov: Docket ID No. EPA—HQ—OW-2019-0405; FRL-9997-82-0W Re: LDEQ Comments on Proposed Rule; Updating Regulations on Water Quality Certification Dear Ms. Kasparek: On behalf of the Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (LDEQ), I respectfully submit the following comments on the proposed rulemaking to provide updates and clarifications to the procedural requirements for water quality certification under the Clean Water Act (CWA) section 401. I. General Comments: EPA's proposed changes to 40 CFR Part 121 are numerous, complex and fundamentally change the states authority under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, which will have overarching impacts on LDEQ's certification process and interaction with coordinating agencies. The rule summary solicits comments on over one hundred specific items. Sixty days is not enough time to conduct a full analysis of the rule and develop specific, meaningful comments. Therefore, LDEQ is requesting a 60-day extension to the comment period in order to develop detailed responses for all of the items on which EPA has requested comment. LDEQ also requests an additional public hearing in the southeastern part of the country, where surface waters and wetlands are numerous and under the protection of various state coastal and wetland protection agencies, as well as state environmental agencies. LDEQ suggests Atlanta, Georgia as a possible location that is easily accessible to both EPA Region 6 and Region 4 states in the southeastern and central Gulf of Mexico areas. As written, the proposed rule severely limits LDEQ's role in determining if a proposed activity will violate state water quality standards. The proposed rule essentially allows the federal agency to override additional conditions or denials, shorten the "reasonable time period" at will, and limit the certifying agency's ability to request additional information from the applicant. The State of Louisiana contains over 66,294 miles of rivers and streams, 1,684 square miles of lakes and reservoirs, 9,191 square miles of fresh and tidal wetlands, and 7,656 square miles of estuaries. Post Office Box 4313 • Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70821-4313 • Phone 225-219-3181 • Fax 225-219-3309 www.deq.louisiana.gov Proposed Updates to Regulations on Water Quality Certification LDEQ Comments, Docket ID No. EPA—HQ—OW-2019-0405; FRL-9997-82-0W Page 2 According to the final draft of LDEQ's 2018 Integrated Report (pending EPA Region 6 approval), only 29% of Louisiana's surface water bodies are fully supporting the Fish and Wildlife Propagation designated use. The water quality certification process is an integral part of the Clean Water Act's goal to restore and protect the nation's waters. The proposed rule usurps LDEQ's authority under Section 401 to impose additional conditions and limits to federal licenses and permits, thereby curtailing LDEQ's ability to achieve the goals of the Clean Water Act. Although sixty days is insufficient to complete a full analysis of the proposed rule. LDEQ offers comments on the following key items: 11. Specific Comments: A. Rescission of June 7, 2019 Guidance LDEQ supports the rescission of the June 7, 2019 guidance document. The revised guidance document was clearly intended to support the proposed rule, but issuing such guidance in advance of any final rule is presumptuous. EPA should expect modifications to the final rule resulting from significant comments. Therefore, EPA should revert to the original guidance document until a final rule is promulgated. B. Need for a Consistent, National and State Regulatory Approach LDEQ agrees that federal permitting agencies, such as the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), should have a consistent approach in their coordination with certifying state agencies. However, each state has adopted different water quality standards, state effluent limitations, application requirements and best management practices for different types of projects. Therefore, a "one-size fits all" certification process is not feasible. Rather, LDEQ proposes that USACE Districts and other federal agencies enter into Memorandums of Understanding with each state that 1) establishes appropriate timelines for different types of projects, 2) details the information required by the certifying agency and 3) establishes public notice procedures and flow of data between the federal and state agencies. LDEQ currently coordinates with three different USACE districts (Vicksburg, New Orleans, and Galveston). All three districts follow different protocols and procedures, making it impossible for LDEQ to streamline the water quality certification process in the state. For example, the USACE district in New Orleans provides the ENG Form 4345 and all associated drawings to LDEQ prior to publication of the public notice. However, the USACE district in Vicksburg only provides the basic information in the public notice, requiring LDEQ to request the ENG Form 4345 and other associated information directly from the applicant. The latter extends length of time for issuance of a water quality certification. Therefore, LDEQ strongly believes EPA's goals of streamlining the certification process and reducing the time period can be achieved through consistently applied interagency agreements, rather than rule promulgation. C. Scope of Section 401 Certification Under Section 101 of the Clean Water Act, states have the primary right and responsibility to "prevent, reduce, and eliminate pollutioe and "to plan the development and use (including Proposed Updates to Regulations on Water Quality Certification LDEQ Comments, Docket ID No. EPA—HQ—OW-2019-0405; FRL-9997-82-0W Page 3 restoration, preservation, and enhancement)" of the state's land and water resources. 33 U.S.C. 1251(b). In accordance with this policy, the Clean Water Act gives states the authority to certify and condition federal permits and licenses under Section 401. See 33 U.S.C. 1341. In this proposed rule, EPA interprets the scope of section 401 certification as protecting the quality of waters of the United States from point source discharges associated with federally licensed or permitted activities by requiring compliance with the CWA and EPA-approved state CWA regulatory program provisions. EPA's interpretation of the scope of 401 certification is inconsistent with prior Supreme Court precedent, namely the majority opinion in P.UD. No. 1 of Jefferson County v. Washington Dept. of Ecology, 511 U.S. 700 (1994). Under the majority opinion, "Section 401(a)(1) identifies the category of activities subject to certification—namely, those with discharges. And [Section] 401(d) is most reasonably read as authorizing additional conditions and limitations on the activity as a whole once the threshold condition, the existence of a discharge, is satisfied (emphasis added)." Id. at 711-12. EPA's regulations contradict this clear holding of the Supreme Court by limiting the scope of Section 401 to only point source discharges, improperly relying on the dissenting opinion in P.UD. No. 1. D. Balance of State Authority under Section 401 without Undue Burden on Interstate Commerce; Definition of "Water Quality Requirements" The proposed rule redefines the scope of state authority and usurps the state's authority to include conditions in certifications based on state law. Section 401(d) of the Clean Water Act states "Any certification provided under this section shall set forth any effluent limitations and other limitations, and monitoring requirements necessary to assure that any applicant for a Federal license or permit will comply with any applicable effluent limitations and other limitations, under section 301 or 302 of this title, standard or performance under section 306 of this title, and with any other appropriate requirement of State law set forth in such certification..." 33 U. S .C. 1341(d). However proposed §121.1(p), defining "water quality requirements," only references "applicable provisions of §§301, 302, 303, 306, and 307 of the Clean Water Act and EPA-approved state or tribal Clean Water Act regulatory program provisions." 84 F.R. 44120. The definition clearly omits the term "State law", which is a violation of the Clean Water Act. Portions of LDEQ's water quality regulations and state statutes predate the Clean Water Act, and although still effective and implemented, were not officially approved by EPA. For example, LDEQ regulations impose technology limits on discharges from sugar mills, sand and gravel mining operations, and dredging operations that are more stringent and/or not identical to those in federal regulations. These limits are still implemented in LPDES permits and water quality certifications as valid requirements. As written, the proposed rule would disallow the state to include conditions in water quality certifications in compliance with these laws. •Therefore, the definition of "water quality requirements" must be revised to include state law. Additionally, proposed §121.3 Scope of certification must also be revised to specify "federal and state water quality requirements." LDEQ understands the purpose of the proposed rule is to remove impediments to interstate commerce and infrastructure improvements. Specific to Louisiana, water quality certifications are not typically an impediment to these types of projects, insofar as it has not been necessary for Proposed Updates to Regulations on Water Quality Certification LDEQ Comments, Docket ID No. EPA—HQ—OW-2019-0405; FRL-9997-82-0W Page 4 LDEQ to issue a water quality certification denial, or issue a certification with conditions for any major infrastructure project. Smaller projects, such as sand and gravel mining facilities, dredging projects and new subdivision and retail developments in impaired watersheds are the primary challenges when protecting water quality. Typically, applications for these projects propose to modify waters of the state and/or propose discharges that would result in a violation of water quality standards, TMDLs or other state law. Although EPA's goal is to reduce undue burden on interstate commerce and infrastructure projects, the rule language will limit the state's ability regulate smaller projects with potentially severe, localized impacts to water quality. E. Interpretation of "Reasonable Time Period" The Preamble states "Section 401 does not guarantee a state or tribe a full year to act on a certification request...federal licensing or permitting agencies, in their discretion, may establish a period of time shorter than one year if the federal licensing and permitting agencies determine that a shorter period is 'reasonable.'" 84 F.R. 44081. The Preamble further states, "The EPA is also proposing that the Agency would have 30 days after the receipt of a certification request to seek additional information for the project proponent." 84 F.R. 44114. Although this section of the Preamble refers to certification by EPA as the administrator, proposed § 121.13(a) requires that "The certifying authority shall have 30 days from receipt to request additional information from the project proponent." 84 F.R. 44122. This section refers to the "certifying authority" not the "Administrator" and therefore appears to apply to the states.1 When considering this interpretation, along with the definition of "receipt", which does not require a complete application in order to start the clock, EPA is severely limiting the time in which a state may request information, analyze the information, and render a final decision. EPA and the federal permitting agencies must also consider that project proponents frequently submit incomplete applications and incorrect information. LDEQ often requests additional information two or three times before receiving a response. LDEQ would prefer to allow the time necessary to obtain the information required by regulation. However, if the federal permitting agency chooses to limit the "reasonable time perioe such that LDEQ is unable to obtain necessary additional information, LDEQ will be unable to certify that a proposed project will comply with water quality requirements and will be forced to issue denials. LDEQ does support streamlining the certification process through consistently applied interagency agreements, as discussed in II.B. However, any "reasonable time permit periods" must be clearly defined in an interagency agreement, signed and agreed upon by both the federal permitting agency and state certifying agency. F. Submittal of State Section 401 Procedures to EPA LDEQ has established Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for the issuance of water quality certifications. All agency SOPs were provided to EPA Region 6 during the last review and I EPA should clarify whether proposed "§121.12 Pre-request procedures" and "§121.13 Request for additional information" apply to the states, or only to the administrator. EPA should replace the term "certification authority" with the term "Administrate throughout proposed §121.12 and §121.13. Proposed Updates to Regulations on Water Quality Certification LDEQ Comments, Docket ID No. EPA—HQ—OW-2019-0405; FRL-9997-82-0W Page 5 update of LDEQ's program assumption (August 5, 2005). Regulatory requirements for certification are published in LAC 33:IX, Chapter 15, along with LDEQ's Water Quality Standards, which are published in LAC 33:IX, Chapter 11. As specified in 40 C.F.R. 131.21, EPA already has oversight of LDEQ's adoption of new or revised water quality standards. Prior to initiating any regulatory update, LDEQ engages EPA Region 6 in pre-rulemaking planning, often requesting technical approval of proposed revisions before proceeding with public notice of a draft rule. EPA already has full authority to access, review, and comment on all documents and regulations pertaining to 401 certification. Therefore, a regulation requiring submittal of Section 401 procedures to EPA is unnecessary and duplicative. G. Standardized Forms and Electronic Submittals; Additional Submittal Procedures or Requirements Due to varying state standards and application requirements, one form cannot completely fulfill certification requirements for all states. However, LDEQ agrees that a completely and correctly filled out ENG Form 4345, along with appropriate maps, drawings, or plats is sufficient to make a decision on most certification requests. Complex projects, projects proposed within impaired watersheds, and projects with significant public comments generally require extensive additional information. H. State-Imposed Conditions and State Denials EPA's proposal would require the state to provide certain information for each condition included in a certification.2 EPA's proposal provides federal agencies "the ability to determine whether certification conditions meet the new regulatory definition for condition," and whether the state "has provided the information required for each condition." 84 F.R. 44106. Further, EPA's proposal provides federal agencies the authority to determine whether the state has included a condition that is beyond the "scope of certification," or whether the state has provided the "specific information necessary to support each condition." 84 F.R. 44106. EPA's proposal would authorize the federal agency to not include a state-imposed condition in the federal license or permit, and make a state-imposed condition unenforceable. This proposal runs counter to the plain language of the statute. Under Section 401(d) "Any certification provided under this section...shall become a condition on any Federal license or permit subject to the provisions of this section." (emphasis added). 33 U.S.C. 1341(d). This plain language of the statute "leaves no room for interpretation." Sierra Club v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 909 F.3d 635, 645 (4th Cir. 2018). The term "shall" is unambiguous, meaning that state-imposed conditions must be conditions of the federal license or permit, and the federal agency may not alter or reject conditions imposed by the state. Id. at 645-46 (citing U.S. Dep't of Interior v. F E. R. C. , 952 F.3d 538, 548 (D.C. Cir. 1992)). The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit has noted that "[e]very Circuit to address this provision has concluded that a federal licensing agency lacks authority to reject [state Section 401 certification] conditions in a federal permit." Id. 2 Specifically, EPA's proposed regulations require that, for each condition, the State include: (1) A statement explaining why the condition is necessary to assure that the discharge from the proposed project will comply with water quality requirements; (2) a citation to federal, state, or tribal law that authorizes the condition; and (3) a statement of whether and to what extent a less stringent condition could satisfy applicable water quality requirements. 84 F.R. 44120. Proposed Updates to Regulations on Water Quality Certification LDEQ Comments, Docket ID No. EPA—HQ—OW-2019-0405; FRL-9997-82-0W Page 6 at 646 (citing Snoqualmie Indian Tribe v. F. E. R.C. , 545 F.3d 1207, 1218 (9th Cir. 2008) (collecting cases)). EPA cannot authorize a federal agency to reject state-imposed conditions under the plain language of Section 401. EPA's proposal would also require that the state provide reasons for the denial of any water quality certification, and include specific information supporting its denial.3 EPA's proposal provides federal agencies the ability to determine "that a certifying authority's denial failed to meet the requirements of [S]ection 401" and authorizes the federal agency to reject a State's denial. This proposal contradicts the plain language of Section 401(a), which provides that "No license or permit shall be granted if certification has been denied by the State..." 33 U.S.C. 1341(a)(1). EPA's proposal does not appear to contemplate state-imposed conditions and state denials for those federal permits or licenses wherein the federal agency is, itself, the project proponent. In such cases, the EPA's proposal would authorize the project proponent to determine whether or not to include a state-imposed condition, and further the project proponent would be able to disregard the state's denial of certification for its permit. This is not a reasonable interpretation of Section 401. I. Pre-filing Meetings and State Resources The proposed § 121.12 (b)-(d) requires the Administrator (i.e. EPA) to attend or respond to all requests for a pre-filing meeting. In the rule summary, EPA solicited comments on whether the Agency has the authority to propose similar requirements on state and tribal certifying authorities through this rulemaking. EPA also solicited comments on the number of full or part time employees that are assigned to evaluate and take action on certification requests. LDEQ currently employs 1.5 FTEs to review and complete all requests for 401 certification, which number approximately 250 annually. Pre-filing meetings are often located in USACE Corps offices, which are hours away from LDEQ headquarters. A similar requirement would be an undue burden on state resources and would hinder, rather than improve state efficiency. Therefore, LDEQ objects to any requirement for state and tribal certifying authorities to participate in pre- filing meetings. LDEQ appreciates the opportunity to submit the above comments for your consideration. Please contact Kimberly Corts at kimberly.corts@la.gov or (225) 219-9371 with any questions regarding these comments. 3 Specifically, EPA's proposed regulations require that, for a water quality certification denial, the state include: (1) the specific water quality requirements with which the propose project will not comply; (2) a statement explaining why the proposed project will not comply with the identified water quality requirements; and (3) the specific water quality data or inforrnation, if any, that would be needed to assure that the discharge from the proposed project complies with water quality requirements. 84 F.R. 44120. Proposed Updates to Regulations on Water Quality Certification LDEQ Comments, Docket ID No. EPA—HQ—OW-2019-0405; FRL-9997-82-0W Page 7 Sincerel , Elliott : . Vega Assistant Secretary, Office of Environmental Services LDEQ ec: cwa401@epa.gov IO/W 
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